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Abstrat

Numerial alulations in three-dimensional Cartesian geometry have been arried out. The aim of

the paper is to investigate systematially the e�et of Rayleigh number and temperature- and depth-

dependent visosity on the radius and temperature anomaly of mantle plumes and on surfae observable

harateristis like topography and geoid anomaly. As referene models depth-dependent models were

hosen, then the addition of weak and stronger temperature-dependene was studied. The Rayleigh

number hanged between 10
5
and 10

7
. If visosity dereases with temperature the onvetion beomes

more vigorous and thermally weaker plumes rise from the bottom boundary layer. The radius and

temperature anomaly of the upwelling dereases with inreasing temperature-dependene. Topographi

uplift signi�antly dereases with inreasing temperature-dependene. For weak depth-dependent models

the geoid dereases together with the topography as Rayleigh number inreases. However, strongly depth-

depend models show negative geod anomaly above the hot plume. In ase of temperature- and depth

dependent models the geoid have a maximum in the funtion of Rayleigh number. This maximum appears

at di�erent Rayleigh number depending on the atual fators of temperature- and depth-dependene.

The amplitudes of topographi uplift in the ase of stronger temperature-dependene and high Rayleigh

number are not far from the observed values, but the geoid signal is higher by a fator of about 2.

Keywords mantle plumes; mantle onvetion; dynami topography; geoid

1 Introdution

The motion of lithosphere plates suggests a large onvetive system in the Earth's mantle. During the thermal

onvetion the hot, light material asends and the old, heavy one desends. The downwellings in the mantle

are loated at the subdution zones, where lithosphere plates sink into the deep. It would be obvious that

similarly sheet-like upwellings ould be found at mid-oean ridges. But nowadays it has been ommonly

assumed that upwellings beneath mid-oean ridges are only passive responses to the diverging plates by the

pull of sinking slabs. Seismi tomographi images learly indiate the presene of seismially low (i.e. hot)

regions beneath ridges, but these anomalies do not extend deeply into the mantle (Woodhouse and Dziewonski

1984; Su et al. 1992). On the other hand ridges have a negligible geoid signature (i.e. they are isostatially

ompensated) and their topography an be explained by the ooling of the lithosphere (Davies 2000). Sine

the pioneering work of Morgan (1971) it is widely aepted that the main upwellings of mantle onvetion

have relatively thin ylindrial shape (mantle plumes) and are loated beneath the hotspots (Berovii et al.

1989). Hotspots are anomalous areas of surfae volanism assoiated with topographi swells and positive

geoid anomalies.

Reent results from seismi tomography support the existene of mantle plumes. Di�erent tomographi

methods showed negative seismi anomalies beneath individual hotspots (Wolfe et al. 1997; Ji and Nataf
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1998; Bijwaard and Spakman 1999). Finite-frequeny tomographi images presented evidene for plumes

arising from the lowermost mantle (Montelli et al. 2004, 2006).

Early hotpsot models (Crough 1978; Detrik and Crough 1978) did not take into aount the dynamial

proesses in the formation of swells but foused on the thermal struture of the lithosphere. Nowadays, it

has been ommonly assumed that the best theoretial model of hotspot swells is the mantle plume model. A

number of papers have analyzed the topographi and geoid signal of mantle plumes either in 2D Cartesian

(Robinson and Parsons 1988) or in 2D axy-symmetri models (King 1997; Shahraki and Shmeling 2012)

investigating the e�et of strati�ed (Robinson and Parsons 1988) or temperature- and pressure-dependent

visosity (Shahraki and Shmeling 2012). Süle (2005) studied the topographi and geoid anomalies of plumes

in 3D Cartesian geometry assuming depth-dependent, strati�ed visosity. 3D modeling of plume-lithosphere

interation suessfully explained the geoid-to-topography ratio at the Hawaiian swell (Cserepes et al. 2000).

This paper studies systematially the e�et of the Rayleigh number and the temperature- and depth-

dependent visosity on the most important observable harateristis of plumes: size, temperature anomaly,

topographi and geoid height.

2 Model desription

The alulations have been arried out in 3D Cartesian domain. The thermal onvetion is desribed by the

equation of ontinuity, the Navier-Stokes equation and the heat transport equation. Boussinesq approxima-

tion was used in the following non-dimensional form, respetively (Albers 2000):

∇ · v = 0 (1)

−∇p + ∇ · (η(∇v + (∇v)T )) + RaTez = 0 (2)

∂T

∂t
+ ∇ · (vT ) = ∇2T (3)

where v = (u, v, w) means veloity, p the nonhydrostati pressure omponent, η dynami visosity, T
temperature, ez unit vetor antiparallel to the diretion of gravity and t time. Ra is the Rayleigh number,

whih is the ratio of buoyany fore and visous fore and de�ned by

Ra =
ρ0α∆Td3

κη0

(4)

with α thermal expansivity, g gravitational aeleration, ∆T temperature drop aross the box, d thikness

of the layer, κ thermal di�usivity, ρ0 and η0 referene values of density and visosity. Equations (1)-(3) were

solved with a seond-order �nite-volume disretization in ombination with a multigrid method (Albers 2000).

The aim of this paper is to study the e�et of the temperature-dependene of the visosity in addition to

the depth-dependene, hene the following visosity law was applied:

η(z, T ) = exp[ln(δ)z − ln(τ)T ] (5)

where the non-dimensional visosity depends exponentially on the non-dimensional depth z and temper-

ature T . The saling fators δ and τ represent the visosity ontrast aused by the depth and temperature,

respetively. For example, if δ = 10 and τ = 100 is assumed, the visosity inreases from 1 to 10 from to top

to the bottom and dereases two orders of magnitude as the temperature inreases from 0 to 1.
Various kinds of inversion models (�adek and van den Berg 1998; King and Masters 1992; Mitrovia

et al. 1997) show that visosity inreases 1-2 orders of magnitude from the upper to the lower mantle due

to the pressure. Numerial simulations suggest that the depth dependene of visosity has large e�et

on the global pattern of mantle onvetion (Cserepes 1993; Takley 1996). Sheet-like downwellings and

ylindrial upwellings haraterize the onvetion in ase of inreasing visosity with depth. In this study

depth-dependent models as referene models were hosen with values of δ = 5, 10 and 100. In order to study

systematially the e�et of the addition of the temperature-dependene, three saling fators τ have been

applied beside one given δ. The Rayleigh number hanged from 105
to 107

for all visosity funtion. The

applied ombinations of δ and τ together with the Rayleigh numbers an be found in Table 1.
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Both the upper and the lower boundaries of the model box were supposed to be isothermal and stress-free.

On the sidewalls mirror symmetry was presribed. The iteration was started from ondutive initial ondition

with a small perturbation of the temperature in one orner of the box. The size of the box was hosen to

allow the evolution of only one plume in one orner of the box to eliminate the interation of di�erent plumes

in the geoid and topography. Aording to the mentioned boundary onditions the model domain represents

one quarter of the whole onvetive ell (Fig. 1). The horizontal size of the onvetive ell strongly depends

on the physial onditions. The applied horizontal dimensions of the model box are given in Table 1. In

ases without temperature-dependene the box size agrees well with the results of Galsa and Cserepes (2003).

Although at suh high Rayleigh numbers one ould expet time-dependent onvetion, in ase of suh small

boxes steady state onvetion an evolve. All of the following results haraterize steady state solutions.

Topographi uplift an be alulated by equating the surfae normal stress σzz to the buoyany (per unit

area) of the topography. Thus, the topography h of an interfae between two medium with density ontrast

∆ρ is given by the equation:

h =
σzz

∆ρg
(6)

Overlying water was supposed (oeani hotspots) above the upper boundary. Geoid anomalies were

alulated by summing the gravitational e�ets of three omponents: two terms assoiated with the mass

anomalies of the surfae and bottom topography and one term is due to the internal density distribution

aused by thermal expansion. For alulating these anomalies we need some dimensional physial units,

whih are summarized in Table 2. Topography and geoid anomalies were normalized by setting their mean

to zero. For veri�ation of the alulation method of surfae anomalies at the applied numerial resolution

benhmark alulations have been done. The results agree well with the values of the benhmark study of

Busse et al. (1993).

3 Results

3.1 Thermal struture

Although this paper fouses on the plume individual harateristis, it is worthy to talk about the global

struture of onvetion. If the Rayleigh number is higher then the ritial value, heat is transported also by

the form of onvetion. Inreasing Rayleigh number results in more vigorous onvetion with a boundary

layer struture. At high Rayleigh numbers thermal boundary layers are formed at the top and bottom of

the �uid layer. The vertial temperature gradient in these layers is high, while the inside of the onvetive

ell is isothermal (Fig. 2). In isovisous �uid the upwellings and downwellings are symmetrial, the average

temperature inside the box is about T = 0.5. Assuming inreasing visosity with depth ylindrial upwellings

and sheet-like elongated downwellings evolve (Cserepes 1993). In the higher visosity provines the onvetion

slows down, hene the veloity dereases in the bottom layer and heat �ux redues. Beause of the redued

heat �ux inome the average temperature of the onvetive ell dereases. The higher visosity di�erene

between the bottom and the top auses lower inner temperature. Fig. 2 illustrates this situation in our base

models without temperature-dependene (δ = 10, 100 and τ = 0).
The addition of temperature-dependene results in a three-dimensional visosity distribution having the

similar boundary layer struture as the temperature (Fig. 3). In the upper boundary layer the temperature

inreases rapidly with depth. Thus, the visosity dereases quikly downwards. Beneath the top boundary

layer, in the inner part of the onvetive ell the temperature is onstant, hene the depth-dependene

dominates and the visosity inreases to a maximum value above the bottom boundary layer. Approahing

the bottom the temperature gradient again turns up leading to rapidly dereasing visosity. The visosity

pro�le of Earth's mantle has similar struture: bellow the surfae the high visosity lithosphere is followed by

the low visosity asthenosphere; then visosity inreases until the low visosity layer of D" at the ore-mantle

boundary.

Temperature-dependene has an opposite e�et on the average temperature than the depth-dependene.

Low visosity in the hot bottom boundary layer indues faster onvetion and hene the inreasing heat �ux

heats up the interior of the ell. The stronger temperature-dependene results in higher temperature of the

internal region (Fig. 2).
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A plume an be haraterized by its size and temperature anomaly. For easy and onsequent quantifying

of these parameters the automati plume deteting method of Galsa and Lenkey (2007) has been applied.

The horizontal temperature distribution at a given depth was used to identify and quantify plumes. Grid

points where the temperature is higher than a threshold value were regarded as the interior of a plume.

The threshold temperature Tth(z) was alulated from the horizontal average of temperature Tav(z) and the

maximum temperature Tmax(z) at the given depth:

Tth(z) = 0.45 · (Tmax(z) − Tav(z)) + Tav(z) (7)

The isosurfae of the threshold temperature de�ned the boundary of the plume. The plume radius was

alulated as the average distane between the loations of the maximum and the threshold temperature.

The exess temperature of the plume was omputed as the di�erene between the average plume temperature

and the average temperature of the plain (Tav). Figure 4 summarizes the radius and temperature anomalies

of plumes in the 60 model alulations at the half depth (z = 0.5) of the box.

The upwelling starts from the bottom boundary layer forming a narrow, ylindrial olumn and expands

beneath the top boundary (Fig. 1). In lower visosity regions the �ow aelerates and narrower plume an

maintain the same mass �ux, while plumes in the deep have thik roots, speially in strongly depth dependent

models (e. g. Fig. 5).

Inreasing Rayleigh number leads to thinner boundary layers and plumes beome narrower. In isovisous

�uid the radius derease with approximately 1/3 power of Rayleigh number (Galsa and Lenkey 2007). This

relation does not hange signi�antly by adding either depth- or depth- and temperature-dependent visosity

(Fig. 4). At given depth the stronger depth-dependene (larger δ) leads to wider diameter as mentioned

above. The addition of temperature-dependene produes narrower upwellings. Inreasing τ redues the

visosity in the hot plumes, onvetion aelerates and upwellings beome thinner. Stronger temperature-

dependene dereases the radius in the similar way in all of the models (Fig. 4), that suggest a power-law

relation between the plume radius and τ .
In isovisous �uid the average horizontal temperature and the plume temperature at the half depth are

about 0.5 and 0.8, respetively and are insensitive to the Rayleigh number (Galsa and Lenkey 2007). If the

visosity inreases with depth the average temperature is redued as was mentioned above. On the other hand

the temperature of the plume does not hange signi�antly, hene the anomaly inreases with δ. Changing

the Rayleigh number does not have great in�uene on the temperature anomaly of the plume neither in

depth-dependent models (Fig. 4).

The addition of weak temperature-dependene to strong depth-dependent models results in slightly in-

reased average temperature (see in Fig. 2 the δ = 100 ases), hene the anomaly beomes a little smaller

(Fig. 4). In weakly depth-dependent models the addition of temperature-dependene leads to stronger de-

rease of anomaly. In these ases, when temperature-dependene dominates, the anomaly of plume depends

on the Rayleigh number. In the δ = 5 models yet at lower Rayleigh numbers the anomaly dereases strongly

in all temperature-dependent ases. Assuming δ = 10 and τ ≤ 10 the anomaly is lower than in the only

depth-dependent ase, but does not hange notably with Rayleigh number. The dependene on Rayleigh

number appears if τ = 100 is supposed (Fig. 4). In the ases of δ = 100 models this dependene an not

observed learly sine the applied fators of τ = are in the same order of magnitude as δ.

3.2 Topography and geoid

Thermal struture of plumes has been analyzed by non-dimensional quantities, as usual in �uid dynamis.

However, in the ase of observable surfae manifestations of mantle onvetion like the topography and the

geoid it is worthy to work with the dimensional values for omparison with observation. On the other hand

in alulation of topography and geoid the Earth's gravitational aeleration and density of the mantle was

used, whih indiates that the following analyses an be interpreted in the ontext of Earth. For these reasons

the dimensional forms will be presented.

Examples of pro�les of topographi and geoid anomalies an be seen in Figures 5, 6 and 7. In Figure 5

the e�et of the inreasing Rayleigh number is shown, while Figure 6 and Figure 7 demonstrate the e�et of

inreasing temperature-dependene. Figure 8 shows the peak topographi and geoid anomalies indued by

the plume in the various models.

Topography was alulated using Eq. (6). During the numerial simulation physial quantities are treated

in non-dimensional form. Dimensionless normal stress σ′

zz an be onverted to dimensional units by multi-
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plying by η0κ/d2
. Applying the de�nition of the Rayleigh number (Eq. 4) dimensional surfae topography

an be determined by

h =
α∆Tdρ0

Ra

σ′

zz

∆ρ
(8)

Although σ′

zz inreases with inreasing Rayleigh number, the dimensional topography dereases (Fig. 8).

Sine we use the same saling fators of αT , d, ρ0 in ase of every model alulation, the hange of Rayleigh

number an be imagined as varying η0. If η0κ was �xed, Rayleigh number would be ontrolled by ∆T . In

ase of mantle onvetion holding ∆T onstant is preferred instead of η0 (Kiefer and Hager 1992).

In τ = 0 models the peak topographi anomalies are approximately the same (Fig. 8). Inreasing visosity

with depth hanges radially the temperature struture of the onvetion but has no signi�ant e�et on the

surfae deformation. It is readily understood due to the fat that inreasing δ has e�et on the bottom

boundary layer and does not hange the top region.

If temperature-dependene is added, the visosity inside the hot plume dereases rapidly as a onsequene

of the exess temperature. The low visosity an not maintain so high topography as in ases of τ = 0. The
uplift dereases with inreasing τ beause the stronger temperature-dependene lowers the visosity and so

the normal stress.

Although this paper fouses on the plumes, it is worth looking at the topography above the enter of

downwellings. In ase of depth-dependent models the absolute value of topography is muh larger above

the upwelling than above the downwelling. This di�erene dereases if inreasing temperature-dependene

is added (Figs. 5-7). If temperature-dependene dominates, the absolute value of the topography above the

downwelling is the larger. In depth dependent models strong plumes dominate the onvetion. By adding

temperature-dependene, plumes beome weaker, whih leads to lower relative topography.

Plume-indued geoid anomaly involves three e�ets: the gravitational e�et of the bottom and top surfae

deformation and the gravitational e�et of the internal density struture aused by thermal expansion. The

�rst two terms are positive, but the third ontribution is negative due to the hot (and hene light) material of

the upwelling. The sign of the geoid anomaly depends on the relative balane of the three terms. In isovisous

ase the positive mass anomaly of the topography dominates (e.g. Kiefer and Hager (1992); King (1997)).

Weak depth-dependene does not hange the sign of geoid anomaly, but supposing large δ the negative e�et

of the hot upwelling an dominate (Figs. 6 and 7 τ = 0 models). It is a onsequene of that the topographi

uplift does not hange with inreasing δ, but the temperature anomaly of plume is in�uened strongly by

the depth-dependene. As mentioned in the previous setion the internal of the onvetive ell ools down

as δ inreases and the temperature anomaly of the plume an be high enough the gravitational signal to

dominate.

In Figure 8 the peak geoid anomaly an be seen as the funtion of Rayleigh number at di�erent values

of visosity saling fators of δ and τ , the negative anomalies of strongly depth-dependent models are not

shown. If visosity depends only on depth by a lower fator, the geoid dereases together with the topography

as Rayleigh number inreases (Fig. 8 τ = 0 and δ = 5, 10 models). The e�et of Rayleigh number in depth-

and temperature-dependent models is illustrated by Figure 5. At low Rayleigh number Ra = 105
due to

the strong depth-dependene δ = 100 the negative gravitational anomaly dominates, whih is aused by

the hot material of the wide upwelling. As Rayleigh number inreases, the topography dereases and the

temperature anomaly of the plume does not hange radially. One ould thing that lower topography and

the same exess temperature produes lower geoid, but in fat it is larger. Inreasing Rayleigh number leads

to narrower plume. The horizontal extent of topographi anomaly beomes smaller too, but with a smaller

ratio. This way the interation between the negative anomaly of the plume's hot mass and the positive

anomaly aused by the broad topography forms the shape of geoid pro�le, whih an be seen in Figure 5 at

Ra = 5 · 105
: a small de�etion above the enter of plume, then a loal maximum is followed by the global

minimum; towards the downwelling follows the global maximum and above the enter of the downwelling a

small de�etion appears. As Rayleigh number inreases, a positive geoid anomaly evolves above the plume

(Fig. 5 Ra = 107
). It follows that the geoid will have a maximum as a funtion of Rayleigh number, as it is

shown in Figure 8. For example if δ = 10 and τ = 10, �rst the geoid inreases from Ra = 105
to Ra = 106

and then dereases to higher Rayleigh numbers.

Figure 8 shows that in ase of δ = 5 the geoid anomalies are a muh weaker funtion of Ra when the

temperature-dependene is stronger. For δ = 5 and τ = 5 peak geoid does not drop signi�antly as Ra
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inreases from 105
to 107

. Moreover at these high Rayleigh numbers the obtained anomalies of τ = 2 and

τ = 5 models are also very lose to the value of the τ = 10 model.

4 Disussion

Numerial simulations of mantle plumes in 3D Cartesian geometry have been arried out to study systemati-

ally the e�et of the Rayleigh number and temperature- and depth-dependent visosity on observable plume

harateristis. The main goal of the paper is to analyze the e�et of the mentioned parameters. Many

important properties of mantle are not inluded in the model alulations, hene it is not expeted that the

results fully agree with the observations of real Earth.

If visosity inreases with depth the veloity dereases at the bottom boundary layer. The redued inome

heat �ux results in the derease of the average temperature of the onvetive ell, thus the temperature

anomaly of the plume beomes larger. Peak topography anomaly above the upwelling is not in�uened

strongly by inreasing δ, a huge uplift is loated above the strong plume. Geoid signal of plume is dominated

by the negative gravitational e�et of the thik, hot mass of plume in ase of strong depth-dependene.

Addition of temperature-dependent visosity leads to low visosity and high veloity in bottom boundary

layer. As heat �ux inreases, the inner part of onvetive ell warms up and the temperature di�erene

between the plume and the inner part of the ell is redued. Upwellings of temperature-dependent models

are thinner beause of the inreased veloity aused by the redued visosity. These remarks agree with the

results of 2D ylindrial shell models of Kuslits et al. (2014). Topographi heights are muh lower due to the

low visosity of plumes in temperature-dependent models. The relation between the Rayleigh number and

the geoid anomaly strongly depends on the atual fator of temperature- and depth-dependene.

Seismi tomography studies (Wolfe et al. 1997; Ji and Nataf 1998; Bijwaard and Spakman 1999; Montelli

et al. 2004, 2006) indiate at least 3-400 km radius and maximum 300 K temperature anomaly of plumes in

the Earth's mantle. Hotpots swells typially rise to 1000-2000 m above the sea�oor and are orrelated with

positive geoid anomalies of 1-12 m (Monnereau and Cazenave 1990; Sandwell and Makenzie 1989; MNutt

1988; Crough 1978). In the model alulations presented in this study the plume radii hange between 77

and 1740 km and temperature anomalies ranges from 780-1380 K (assuming whole mantle onvetion i.e.

d = 2900 km and ∆T = 3000K temperature drop aross the mantle). The peak topographi uplift varies

from 36117 to 1962 m and geoid anomalies (taking into aount only the positive ones) are between 1185 and

34 m. The Rayleigh number of the mantle is in order of 107
, thus it is not surprising that models at Ra = 107

have the most realisti values. Generally speaking the modelled amplitude of the investigated anomalies are

higher than the observed values, while their extent are smaller. The lowest exess temperature of plume

appears in ase of weak depth-dependene with stronger temperature-dependene (δ = 5 and τ = 10), but
the plume radii are rather narrow in these models. In ase of surfae manifestations all of the models with

δ = 100 at the highest Rayleigh number has similar values: it an an be onluded that the depth- and

temperature-dependent models at Ra = 107
have slightly higher topographi and 2-3 times larger geoid

anomalies than geophysial observations.

Many important properties of mantle are not inluded in the presented model alulations. First of all

visosity an hange many orders of magnitude due the temperature variations (Takley 2000a,b). Regarding

the presented tendenies this ould have large e�et on the anomalies. The other important thing is the

heating mode of the onvetion. The Earth's mantle is not only basally heated from the ore but mostly

internally heated due to radioative deay (Davies 2000). The addition of internal heating results in thermally

weaker plume, hene both the exess temperature and the surfae anomalies derease (Süle 2005). Visous

stress, elasti deformation of lithosphere and deposited volani material also in�uene the topographi and

geoid anomalies (Cserepes et al. 2000).

Previous 3D Cartesian study (Süle 2005) inluded depth-dependent, strati�ed visosity models. Taking

into aount various visosity layers (high visosity lid - lithosphere, low visosity asthenosphere and low

visosity D" at ore-mantle boundary) the temperature anomaly of plume an be lower than in the results of

this paper. But in depth-dependent models the topographi uplift is muh higher than observed. Realisti

swell high an not be predited without temperature-dependent visosity.
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Table 1: The horizontal aspet ratio of the model box in the investigated models

δ τ Ra
1e5 5e5 1e6 5e6 1e7

5 0 2 1.5 1.0 1 0.7

2 1 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.3

5 1 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3

10 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3

10 0 2 1.5 1.5 1 0.7

2 1.5 1 1 0.7 0.7

10 1 1 1 0.7 0.5

100 1 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4

100 0 2.5 2 2 1.5 1.2

2 1.5 1 1 1 1

10 1.5 1 1 1 1

100 1 1 1 0.5 0.4

Table 2: Physial parameters for alulating the topographi and geoid anomalies.

d α∆T ρmantle ρcore ρwater

2.9 · 106
m 5.0 · 10−2

4000

kg
m3 8000

kg
m3 1000

kg
m3

5 Figure aptions

Fig.1 Isothermi surfae of T = 0.6 (red denotes hot plume in one orner) and T = 0.25 (blue is old

downwelling in the opposite orner). Model parameters are δ = 10, τ = 10 and Ra = 5 · 106
.

Fig.2 E�et of various temperature-dependent visosity on the horizontally averaged temperature pro�le

at depth-dependent visosity of δ = 10 (left) and δ = 100 (right). Ra = 107
in all models.

Fig.3 Horizontally averaged visosity as the funtion of depth in ases of δ = 10 (left) and δ = 100 (right)

with various strength of temperature-dependene (τ = 2, 10, 100), at Ra = 107
.

Fig.4 Plume radius (left) and average temperature anomaly of the plume (right) as the funtion of

Rayleigh number at the half depth of the box. δ and τ values are shown in the left side �gures.

Fig.5 E�et of the Rayleigh number on the geoid (upper row), the topography (middle row) and temper-

ature �eld (lower row) in the diagonal ross setion of the box. Saling fators of the visosity δ = τ = 100,
temperature isoontours are T = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9. Aspet ratio of the model domain varies with Ra (see

Table 1).

Fig.6 E�et of the temperature-dependene on the geoid (upper row), the topography (middle row) and

and temperature �eld (lower row) in the diagonal ross setion of the box. At depth-dependent visosity

δ = 10 and Ra = 107
. Temperature isoontours are T = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9.

Fig.7 E�et of the temperature-dependene on the geoid (upper row), the topography (middle row) and

and temperature �eld (lower row) in the diagonal ross setion of the box. At depth-dependent visosity

δ = 100 and Ra = 5 · 106
. Temperature isoontours are T = 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9.

Fig.8 Peak topographi (left) and geoid (right) anomalies of plumes in the alulated models plotted

against the Rayleigh number. Legend is inserted in the bottom right �gure.
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Figure 1: Isothermi surfae of T = 0.6 (red denotes hot plume in one orner) and T = 0.25 (blue is old

downwelling in the opposite orner). Model parameters are δ = 10, τ = 10 and Ra = 5 · 106
.
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Figure 2: E�et of various temperature-dependent visosity on the horizontally averaged temperature pro�le

at depth-dependent visosity of δ = 10 (left) and δ = 100 (right). Ra = 107
in all models.
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Figure 3: Horizontally averaged visosity as the funtion of depth in ases of δ = 10 (left) and δ = 100 (right)

with various strength of temperature-dependene (τ = 2, 10, 100), at Ra = 107
.
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Figure 4: Plume radius (left) and average temperature anomaly of the plume (right) as the funtion of

Rayleigh number at the half depth of the box. δ and τ values are shown in the left side �gures.
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Figure 8: Peak topographi (left) and geoid (right) anomalies (right) of plumes in the alulated models

plotted against the Rayleigh number. Legend is inserted in the bottom right �gure.
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